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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

EASTERN DIVISION 
 

 
PATRICK W. HEAPS, et al.,   : 
on behalf of themselves and all others         : CASE NO. 2:10-CV-729 
similarly situated,    : 
      : JUDGE FROST 
   Plaintiffs,  : 
 v.     :  
      : MAGISTRATE JUDGE KING 
SAFELITE SOLUTIONS, LLC, et al., : 
      :  
   Defendants.  : 

 
 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST 
AMENDED COLLECTIVE AND CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

 Plaintiffs, by and through undersigned counsel, hereby move this Court, pursuant to Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 15 and 16, for leave to file a First Amended Collective and Class Action Complaint, 

which is attached to this motion as Exhibit A, (1) to add the position of Sales Representatives 

and change the named Plaintiffs accordingly, including removing Patrick Heaps as a named 

Plaintiff, because he is no longer able to serve in that capacity; (2) to seek compensation for the 

time expended by Customer Service Representatives and Sales Representatives at the beginning 

of their daily shifts in locating a working computer in a vacant cubicle, securing a headset or 

other equipment essential to using that computer, and cleaning, when necessary, the computer 

screen and the desk in the cubicle, in addition to the time expended by the Representatives 

booting up Defendants’ computer system, as well as the time expended at the end of their daily 

shifts in logging off Defendants’ computer system and cleaning the cubicle, all of which time 

was essential to performance of the Representatives’ job duties, required by Defendants, and yet 

omitted from Defendants’ calculation of the hours Representatives worked each week;  and (3) to 

add a count for spoliation of existing documents maintained on Defendants’ software 

programming and elsewhere committed by Defendants to block Plaintiffs’ proof and to 

corroborate Defendants’ misrepresentation that a different logging in and out procedure was 

announced and followed during Plaintiffs’ tenure.  In light of the information Plaintiffs have 
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learned from contacts with potential opt-in Plaintiffs, investigation, and discovery, adding these 

claims and parties is justified by good cause and thus proper under Fed.R.Civ.P. 16 even though 

the original amendment date, April 1, 2011, has passed because the original discovery cut-off 

date had been extended to January 31, 2012, and the original dispositive motions deadline to 

February 28, 2012, and Defendants will suffer no cognizable prejudice from granting leave to 

amend. 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

I. Background 

 This collective and class action alleges that Defendants willfully failed to compensate 

employees with overtime pay in violation of the Federal Labor Standards Act of 1938 (“FLSA”), 

29 U.S.C. §§201, et seq., and The Ohio Minimum Wage Act [“OMWA”], O.R.C. §§4111.01, et 

seq..  In the Complaint, that allegation was based on how Defendants uniformly treated a single 

position within its workforce -- Customer Service Representative – by omitting the time 

Customer Service Representatives expended as required by Defendants on an indispensable duty, 

booting up their computers, from calculation of their weekly hours. 

 Through contact with prospective opt-in Plaintiffs and discovery, Plaintiffs have learned 

that Defendants uniformly treated a second position within its workforce – Sales Representatives 

– in exactly the same way.  Plaintiffs have also identified other time expended by Customer 

Sales Representatives and Sales Representatives at the start and the end of their shifts which, 

though expended on duties indispensable to performance of their primary duties and required by 

Defendants, was also omitted by Defendants from calculation of their weekly hours. 

 Finally, Plaintiffs have perceived spoliation by Defendants maliciously done to prevent 

Plaintiffs from proving their claims and contradicting Defendants’ misrepresentation about how 

booting-up time was to be handled.  That spoliation occurred after this lawsuit was commenced, 

actually in response to the lawsuit, and could not, therefore, have been claimed at the outset. 

 Defendants are the leading provider in the United States of insurance claims processing 

for automobile windshield and window repair and replacement and, through their affiliate, of 
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insurance policies for automobile windshields and operate national call centers in Ohio and 

Arizona.  At those call centers, Defendants receives customer service calls on a 24 hours a day, 

365 days per year basis, and processes claims insured by Safelite Group, Inc. and as a third-party 

administrator for more than 100 other insurance companies.  Similarly, Defendants receive 

inquiries from potential customers and seeks to sell them insurance and related products. 

 Throughout these operations Defendants implemented the common business practices of 

having, at the beginning of their daily shifts, their hundreds of Customer Service Representatives 

and Sales Representatives locate a working computer in a vacant cubicle, secure a headset or 

other equipment essential to using that computer, clean, when necessary, the computer screen 

and the desk in the cubicle, and boot up Defendants’ computer system, and, at the end of their 

daily shifts, log off Defendants’ computer system and clean the cubicle.  Defendants then 

implemented the common business practice of omitting from the Representatives’ weekly hours 

all the time spent on those tasks. 

 Each Customer Service Representative and Sales Representative performs the same job 

duties in the same way: they take incoming calls from individuals seeking either to place damage 

claims with their insurer and schedule repairs and replacements of automobile windshields and 

windows or to purchase auto glass and related products.  The computer hardware and software 

supplied each Customer Service Representative by Defendant is virtually identical, as are the 

hardware and software supplied each Sales Representative. 

Due to the similarity of hardware and software and the irreducible nature of these tasks, 

the amount of time expended does not vary significantly by Customer Service Representative or 

Sales Representative, and a Representative is unable to expedite or delay the tasks appreciably.  

Even though the tasks are integral and indispensable to the principal activity – answering calls 

and processing the caller’s information -- of Customer Service Representatives and Sales 

Representatives, Defendants mischaracterize the start and end of a Representative’s work shift as 

the first minute the Representative is fully booted up and ready to receive calls and logged into 

the phone system, and the last minute the Representative logs off Defendants’ telephones.  
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Defendants thus ignore the fact that at its behest the Representative actually started the shift by 

arriving at work earlier and end the shift by leaving later. 

Ultimately, Defendants have been greatly enriched by the aggregate amount of overtime 

denied to Customer Service Representatives and Sales Representatives through Defendants’ 

willful failure to include the time expended on the tasks in the work hours for which they 

compensate them.  All the Customer Service Representatives and Sales Representatives 

performed the same type of work in those tasks that was integral and indispensable to their 

principal activity, differed only in how much overtime that work involved, and were treated 

identically by Defendants who did not pay them for that work. 

The deponent designated by Defendants to answer questions about their Avaya Phone 

system and other call center hardware and software, Scott McCoy, continued his testimony at the 

end of July, 2011, and confirmed that Defendants treated Customer Service Representatives and 

Sales Representatives as components in a single unit.  The same monitoring software is used for 

both; McCoy II Dep. at 6-7; 13, and they are lumped together as agents: 
 
We really define them all as * * * agents.  Not necessarily whether 
they take sales or insurance-based calls or customer sat [sic].  If 
they log into the telephone with an i.d., then we consider them an 
agent. 
 

McCoy II Dep. at 13.  Thus, in Defendants’ vernacular the classifications of Customer Service 

Representative and Sales Representative are completely integrated: 
 

Q. I’ve been using the acronym CSR.  You understand that means 
customer service representative? 

 
A. Uh-hum. 
 
Q. Is that a yes? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. That’s one kind of agent that uses the phone system that’s an 

Avaya phone system, correct? 
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A. Yeah.  I generalize an agent, a CSR, as the same general person. 
 
Q. Right.  Although an agent could also be a sales rep, right? 
 
A. Yeah, I would also reference as an agent or CSR as well[.] 

 

McCoy II Dep. at 44.   

   The designated deponent also confirmed that the physical location – a Columbus branch 

or Arizona’s facility – is irrelevant to monitoring time employees spent on tasks for Defendants: 

“That designation [on a computer printout] just tells me we’re all one virtual call center.”  

McCoy II Dep. at 54.  He expanded on this reality: 
 
A. I don’t want to get into technical, but we have multiple locations.  

They are all treated as one virtual call center.  * * * 
 
Q. At present for purposes of Avaya [a monitoring program], all three 

physical locations are considered one virtual call center, is that 
what you’re saying? 

 
A. Correct. 
 
Q. Three physical locations being Sawmill, Schrock Road, and 

Chandler, Arizona? 
 
A. Correct. 

McCoy II Dep. at 54-55 (emphasis noted). 

Defendants could have easily and accurately recorded the actual time Customer Service 

Representatives and Sales Representatives arrived for work and began their tasks and ended their 

tasks and left work.  Defendants had security and computer systems that would reflect that time, 

but Defendants either failed to maintain such records or information or refused to use them for 

payroll purposes. 

 Through initial investigation before the Complaint was filed and continuing investigation, 

particularly by contract with potential opt-in Plaintiffs, and discovery, a clear picture has 

emerged about Defendants’ practices and their spoliation.  In several declarations already filed 

with this Court verifying the material factual allegations in the Complaint and supporting 
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Plaintiffs’ motion for conditional certification, and the 13 more recent declarations filed with this 

Memorandum, the background described above has been confirmed. 

 Declarations from numerous of current and former Safelite Customer Service 

Representatives (CSRs) and Sales Representatives demonstrate the common pre-suit practice of 

beginning daily time records by logging on their telephones after they had booted up their 

computers and ending time records by logging off before they shut down their computers.  

Logging started and stopped the paid work day even though the CSRs and Sales Representatives 

arrived earlier and left later to perform tasks required by Safelite which were indispensable to 

their primary activity.  See Pursley Declaration, ¶3; Kritzer Declaration, ¶3.  Until Safelite 

changed these practices shortly after this lawsuit was commenced, CSRs and Sales 

Representatives adhered to their training. 

 CSRs prepared to handle the daily onslaught of service calls by booting up, reviewing 

any new information from Safelite, and having the programs ready to serve customers.  “During 

my training, the trainer made it very clear that we were to be organized and ‘ready to go” to take 

calls and service customers before we logged on to the phone.  Also during the training we were 

told to log off the phone at the end of our work shift and then shut down the programs[.]”  

McIntosh Declaration, ¶4.  Ms. McIntosh had worked other hourly jobs and was “bothered by 

the idea that we would be required to spend a few minutes conducting work activities before we 

began to get paid.”  Id. at ¶5.  So, she asked the trainer, whom she identified as Ben Ross, “if we 

were in fact required to boot up our computers on our own time before we logged into the 

phone.”  Id.  His answer was unqualified: “He said yes.”  Id.   

 Eight other CSRs participated in that training.  Id. at ¶6.  Ms. McIntosh and the other 

CSRs were assigned at times to both Safelite’s two Columbus area call centers.  Id. at ¶¶3;6. 

 Juxtaposing that training and her experience with Safelite’s current practices, Ms. 

McIntosh explained that, on August 21, 2010, after this lawsuit had been commenced, Safelite 

Vice President Brian O’Mara told CSRs that a lawsuit had been filed and they should “follow the 

‘New Hire’ procedure that had us first log into the phone and then boot-up the computer.”  
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McIntosh Declaration, ¶7.  But that was decidedly neither how she was trained nor what she 

observed other CSRs do.  Id.  She confirmed this point with five other CSRs during a break.  Id. 

at ¶8. 

 Ms. McIntosh then wrote to Safelite a memorandum, the contents of which she describes 

in her declaration.  Id. at ¶9.  She related how she had been trained and had logged in during her 

tenure.  She asked which procedure to follow and whether the end-of-the-day practice should be 

to shut down and then log out, the reverse of what she had been trained and had done.  She added 

that the new approach would increase her time and raised the concern that her performance 

would be criticized for taking too much time.  Id. 

 Ms. McIntosh submitted that memorandum on a Saturday and was asked the next 

Monday morning to report to the office of Center Manager Tisha Bevins.  McIntosh Declaration, 

¶10.    Manager Bevins told her that many CSRs had been following the “New Hire” procedure 

to which Vice President O’Mara referred, and Ms. McIntosh responded that from what she 

observed and had learned from other CSRs they were all following the practice they had been 

trained to do.  Id. at ¶11.  Center Manager Bevins also answered Ms. McIntosh’s question about 

logging off by saying that the same procedure would be followed: shut down and then log out.  

Id. 

 Another CSR, Sharon Ruppert, was trained by a different trainer nearly two years before 

Ms. McIntosh.   Sharon Ruppert Declaration, ¶2.  She shared, however, exactly the same 

training: “Nancy told me and the several other CSR trainees present that we should boot up the 

computer systems and do anything else we needed to do to get ready to immediately service 

customers, before we logged into the phones.”  Id. at ¶3. 

 CSR Sharon Ruppert recounted the conversion after the lawsuit was filed, explaining that 

“[b]ased on my observations, conversations with Coaches, before late August of this year (2010) 

no CSR used ‘AUX’ or ‘ACW’ holds on the phones while preparing to work, booting up, and 

reading the information which comes on our screens before we can access Safelite University.”  

Sharon Ruppert Declaration, ¶4 (“AUX” stands for “Auxiliary,” “ACW” for “After Call Work,” 
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which were designations the CSRs had to use when they were not receiving calls and service 

customers).  Accord Id. at ¶¶6-8 (Coaches regularly observe CSRs’ logging in and out and 

neither Coaches nor a supervisor ever corrected Ms. Ruppert’s performance until after the 

lawsuit was filed.)  Safelite restricts the amount of AUX and ACW time a CSR should have and 

lowers performance ranking (which may adversely affect compensation) for CSRs who go over 

that amount.  Id. at ¶5.   

 A month or so before Ms. Ruppert was trained, CSR Richard Ruppert received his 

training.  Richard Ruppert Declaration, ¶4.  He recalled emphasis that “CSR’s were to be ready 

to take calls and provide service to the customers as soon as their shift began.”  Id.  The only way 

to do that was to boot up before their shift began.  Id.  During his tenure of two-and-a-half years, 

he always booted up first and then logged on.  Id. at ¶5.    At the end of the day, he always 

logged off first and then shut down his computer.  Id.  His observations of and conversations 

with other CSRs confirmed this uniform approach.  Id. 

 Before a CSR could access the programs necessary to service customers, the CSR had to 

read “the memos, directives, and informational items that come up on screen when we booted 

up.”  Richard Ruppert Declaration, ¶8.  Coaches and other supervisors regularly observed CSRs 

when they booted up before logging in or shut down after logging out and never indicated a 

different procedure.  Id. at ¶¶5; 7.  The notion that AUX or ACW could be used after logging in 

while booting up or before logging out while shutting down was directly contradicted by 

Safelite’s insistence (through lowering performance ratings and threatening discipline) to curtail 

ACW time and its policy against use of AUX time.  Id. at ¶6. 

 Another CSR, Richard G. Kritzer, testified that in his five years of employment by 

Safelite, he and other CSRs always booted up before logging in and shut down after logging out 

and were regularly observed by Coaches and other supervisors following that procedure.  Kritzer 

Declaration, ¶2.  The procedure described by Vice President O’Mara in his affidavit “has ONLY 

been true since August of 2010, after the lawsuit was filed.”  Id. at ¶4. 
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 Indeed, the only way to implement the new procedure is to spend time on AUX or ACW, 

and that time had been severely restricted and “would count against a CSR’s performance and be 

negatively reflected in their performance evaluation.”  Id. at ¶6.   After the conversion to its 

current practice, Safelite increased from 2% to 3% the ceiling on ACW time.  Id. at ¶12; Sharon 

Ruppert Declaration, ¶5. 

 Safelite had changed the procedure once before.  Until January 1, 2007, CSRs punched in 

and out approximately five minutes before logging on and five minutes after logging off.  Kritzer 

Declaration, ¶8.  CSRs were then paid for at least much of the time it took to boot up at the 

beginning of their shift and shut down at the end of their shift.  Id.  That change was announced 

in December 2006 by a memorandum sent to CSRs entitled “Paying from the Phones,” which 

explained that logging in and out on the telephones would record time instead of punching in and 

out.  Id. at ¶9.  Nearly simultaneously with logging in, though, customer calls would start and, 

unless booted up, a CSR would commit the “serious offence” of failing to serve a customer.  Id. 

 CSR Kritzer had a meeting with Center Manager Tisha Bevins in much the way CSR 

McIntosh did.  He asked his Coach, Bethany Berry, about the new procedure, she replied that she 

had not seen the O’Mara memorandum, and later that day escorted him to Manager Bevins’ 

office.  Kritzer Declaration, ¶11.  Manager Bevins told him that “some people” had not 

understood that they should log in, take ACW status, and then boot up.  Id. 

 What Manager Bevins told CSR Kritzer directly contradicted his understanding of 

Safelite’s restrictions on ACW and AUX.  He attached to his declaration a “Stat Goals” sheet of 

the sort regularly used over the years that emphasized the ACW and AUX ceilings.  Kritzer 

Declaration, ¶12.  Safelight imposes “pressure” on CSRs to keep the ACW and AUX time to a 

minimum.  Id. at ¶13. 

 The Associate Handbook CSR Kritzer received in 2008 (and attached an excerpt from to 

his Declaration) states Safelite’s expectation that CSRs be ready to serve customers at the 

beginning of their shifts.  Kritzer Declaration, ¶14.   Because service calls come in virtually 

simultaneously with logging in and yet can only be handled when the CSR has already booted 
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up, that expectation was consistent with Safelite’s pre-conversion practice alleged in this lawsuit.  

Id.  Accord Id. at ¶15 (2008 “Tardiness Policy,” also attached to the Declaration, measures 

tardiness “as not being at the workstation, logged on, and prepared to take calls at the start of the 

scheduled shift”). 

 Another CSR, Joshua Pursley, was trained in later April 2008 by a fourth trainer, Mr. 

Rodriguez, along with at least 12 other trainees who were to be spread between the two 

Columbus call centers.  Pursley Declaration, ¶2.  As with the other CSRs, training was specific 

and clear: 
 
 During my training, Mr. Rodriguez told the CSR’s that we 
should boot up our computer systems and be ready to take calls 
before logging in on the phones (which began our paid workday).  
He also made it clear that at the end of the workday, we should log 
off the phones (ending our paid workday) before we shut down the 
computer systems. 

 

Id. at ¶3.  Contrary to Vice President O’Mara’s affidavit, CSR Pursley, the CSRs he has 

observed, and those with whom he has conversed adhered before this lawsuit was filed to the 

procedure in the way he was trained.  Id. at ¶5.  Until Safelite’s post-lawsuit conversion, both 

direct supervisors, known as Coaches, and their supervisors, known as Assistant Managers, had 

never indicated that the procedure had changed or he was not adhering to the applicable 

procedure.  Id. at ¶¶5-6.   

 The first he heard of the procedure described in Vice President O’Mara’s testimony was 

after the lawsuit and through a memorandum.  Pursley Declaration, ¶5.  AUX had always been 

limited to one minute a day, far too short to use for booting up and/or shutting down, and ACW 

time had been strictly limited.  Id. at ¶10.  Indeed, Safelite regularly posted or distributed 

communications discouraging CSRs from using ACW.  Id. 

 One particular document, “Key Performance Indicators Fact Sheet #69,” stated that 

Safelite used key performance indicators to track computer and telephone CSR performance with 

CSRs being “monitored on a daily” basis.  Pursley Declaration, ¶¶10-11 (attached as Exhibit).  
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For reasons CSR Pursley does not know, Fact Sheet #69 was eliminated from the documents 

accessible on his computer after this lawsuit was filed.  Id. at ¶11 (“Right after our lawsuit was 

filed, fact sheet #69 was deleted off the system by Safelite.”). 

 Because “calls normally come fast and furious at work,” and some administrative 

processing is required after a call, CSRs are hard pressed to keep ACW below the ceiling 

imposed by Safelite.  Pursley Declaration, ¶12.  Had ACW been proper to use for booting up 

and shutting down when the ceiling was 2% before Safelite’s post-lawsuit conversion, lowered 

evaluations and potential discipline would have been nearly unavoidable.  Id.  Particularly 

suspicious in light of the established pre-conversion 2% ACW ceiling – see “Key Performance 

Indicators Fact Sheet #69” -- was that a July 2010 internal newsletter published to CSRs online 

had read 2% and, after the lawsuit, was changed to read 3% as if 3% had always been the ACW 

ceiling.  Id. at ¶13. 

 Another CSR, Whitney Millirons, worked only in 2009, Millirons Declaration, ¶1, at 

both Columbus call centers, Id. at ¶8,  and was trained, along with 15 or so other CSRs, by an 

African-American male whose name may have been “Andre.”  Id. at ¶¶3-4.  He “told us 

specifically that the procedure to use when beginning our work day was to get our computer and 

the computer programs up and running before we logged into the phone.”  Id. at ¶4.  Unless they 

were logged “into the phone by the time our shift began,” they “would be counted as tardy, and 

given an ‘occurrence’, which would eventually result in penalties.”  Id. at ¶5.  See also Kritzer 

Declaration (2008 “Tardiness Policy,” attached to the Declaration, measures tardiness “as not 

being at the workstation, logged on, and prepared to take calls at the start of the scheduled 

shift”). 

 The trainer did not refer to the use of ACW or any other phone status “while we booted 

up our computers and did the other things we needed to do to be ready to take customer calls.”  

Millirons Declaration, ¶6.  Indeed, “Safelite strictly limited the amount of ACW time and other 

‘hold’ time we could use.”  Id.  CSR Millirons never heard from a Coach, supervisor, or CSR 

about any other procedure “and never observed anyone” using ACW or hold status while booting 
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up or shutting down.  Id. at ¶7.  Once logged into the phones, “[c]alls from customers normally 

came immediately or almost immediately.”  Id. at ¶11. 

 Thomas E. Mazzuchi worked as a CSR from approximately June 2008 to approximately 

October 2009.  Mazzuchi Declaration, ¶2.  When he started he was trained by a person he 

believed was named Jeremiah, and there were ten other CSRs in the class.  Id. at ¶4.  He 

distinctly recalls how he was trained: 
 
 Jeremiah specifically trained us to get everything ready to 
take calls, including making sure [the] workplace was clean and 
ready, our voice tube and ear cushion in, and all computer 
programs up and running before we were to log into the phones at 
the start of our shift.  This included bringing up the program called 
“Safelite University” which usually had documents, often more 
than one, to read or review – in order to get the program up and 
running, I needed to at least click on and minimize each document, 
which took time. 

Id. at ¶6 (emphasis in original).  When he could find an available working computer, the process 

took 5-10 minutes “at the beginning of each work day.”  Id. at ¶7-8.  During his tenure the 

computers were older and just booting up took five minutes or so.  Id. at ¶9. 

 He was never told “to use ‘ACW’ or any other hold time on the phones to boot up my 

computers.”  Mazzuchi Declaration, ¶10.   Indeed, that was contrary to how he had been trained 

and mentored: “[I]n training and my job coaches on the job told me and often reminded me to 

keep ACW time to as low as possible – zero if possible.”  Id. 

 Shutting down the computers also came after logging off: “I was also trained, both in the 

classroom and on the job, to log off the phones at the end of our shift (we were not allowed to 

log off until the end of the shift) and then shut down the systems[.]”  Mazzuchi Declaration, ¶11.  

Approximately two minutes were needed to shut down and clean up the work station.  Id. 

 In the summer of 2009, Annette M. Goody was trained and served as a CSR.  Goody 

Declaration at ¶1.  She recalls her trainer may have been named Nicole and describes her 

appearance.  Id. at ¶2.  Her class consisted of approximate 15 CSRs and early on in their training, 

they were told about starting the work day: 
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[W]e should arrive at our jobs about 15 minutes early in order to 
find a cubicle/computer, secure a headset, and then boot up our 
computer programs (such as Safelite University and the claims 
processing program) and then log into the phones. 

Id. at ¶3.  Safelite University varied in length and complexity, and the time it took to review 

depended “on how much information was on Safelite University.”  Id. at ¶7. 

 She was never told to “put the phones on ACW or any other hold – we were told to boot 

up the programs first then log into the phones.”  Goody Declaration at ¶4.  Booting up a 

computer that was on took five or six minutes, doing so with a computer that had been off took 

up to two more minutes.  Id. at ¶5. 

 At the end of the shift, the training used the same sequence: CSRs “were trained to log 

off the phones at the end of our shift, and then close down the computer program.”  Goody 

Declaration at ¶6.  That took up to two minutes.  Id. 

 Tonyanna Garrett worked as a CSR from June 2009 until February 1, 2010.  Garrett 

Declaration, ¶1.  Her main trainer, named Jennifer, she believed, whose physical appearance she 

describes, “told my class that we should arrive at work 15 minutes early each day in order to 

have time to do what we needed to do to get ready to take calls.”  Id. at ¶4.  They “were 

instructed to bring up all the programs on our computer screens, and be ready to take calls, 

before we logged into the phones.”  Id. at ¶5.  For the basic programs and Safelite University, 

that took up to six minutes if the computers were powered on, while for an advanced program, 

such as First Notice of Loss, it took longer.  Id. at ¶6.  Closing down the computer programs at 

the end of the shift took up to two minutes, and they were “trained to log off the phones only at 

the very end of our shift (or the end of the last phone call) and then close down the 

screens/programs.”  Id. at ¶8.            

 The use of hold time was carefully explained in training, and that training was reinforced 

by CSR supervisors:  
 
One of the things . . . stressed in our training was not to touch or 
use the ACW or AUX buttons (which put the phones on hold).  We 
were told not to use those buttons unless absolutely necessary.  
During my time at Safelite, many of my job coaches, including 
Evelyn Damron, Kara Davis, Derrick ([an] African-American 
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male, do not remember his last name) and Debra (do not recall her 
last name) criticized and coached me for using even very small 
amounts, like two minutes, of ACW hold time.  AUX was really 
not supposed to be use at all, as I recall. 

Garrett Declaration, ¶3. 

 Zahara Smith was a CSR from approximately September 2008, until December 2009.  

Smith Declaration, ¶1.  Her memory of her training was clear: “I specifically recall the brunette 

telling those of us in the training (there were approximately 15-18 customer service 

representatives in training) that we should do everything we need to do to be prepared to take 

calls before logging into the computer system, including booting up our computer systems, and, 

as necessary, depending upon the system, reviewing or at least clicking on and bypassing 

information and memoranda that came up on Safelite University.”  Id. at ¶4.  Finding a cubicle, 

securing equipment, and cleaning the computer screen also took time; booting up itself took 

approximately five minutes.  Id. at ¶¶5; 6.  At the end of the shift, they first had to log off the 

telephones and then shut down and clean up, taking no more than five minutes.  Id. at ¶¶6; 7. 

 Not only were CSRs never told in training or while on the job to use hold time, but “[i]n 

fact” it was also “stressed to us repeatedly during training, and repeatedly throughout the time we 

worked there, that we had to keep ACW time to an absolute minimum.”  Smith Declaration, ¶8. 

 Amy Halco was CSR from May 2007 through October 2008.  Halco Declaration, ¶1.  

Early on in her employment, her supervisor, Team Lead Leslie Bower, told her that she “needed 

to log in to the computer and be ready to take calls before we clocked in on the phone system at 

the beginning of my shift.”  Id. at ¶3.  She arrived early to work to comply with those 

instructions.  Id. at ¶4.  The usual time it took to boot up was five minutes, while looking for a 

vacant functioning computer and securing a headset took longer.  Id. at ¶¶5; 6.  CSRs from 

previous shifts might still be on their computers completing their last call.  Id. at ¶5.  From the 

moment she was logged on, “phone calls could start coming in immediately and I needed to have 

my computer on and be organized in order to handle them.”  Id. at ¶7.  Shifts ended by logging 

off the telephones “so that I would receive[] no further calls” and then signing off the computer 

and cleaning up, taking no more than four minutes.  Id. at ¶8. 
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 Hold time was never suggested or used for booting up or closing down: “At no time was I 

told, during my training or otherwise, that I was supposed to use ACW or AUX hold while I was 

loading up my computer in the morning or shutting down at night.”  Halco Declaration, ¶9.  

Hold time was for a limited purpose.  For example, she would use “ACW hold if I needed to find 

a supervisor to ask a question or when post-call paperwork took me more time than the time 

allotted.”  Id. at ¶10.  Supervisors closely tracked ACW time; indeed, “[o]n several occasions, I 

was told I was using too much aftercall by my superiors” and [a]t times, if I was on ACW hold, 

managers would come to me, state I was on ACW and ask why this was the case.”  Id. at ¶11.  

 Amber Moore was a CSR from January 2008, through June 2009.  Moore Declaration, 

¶1.  Her supervisors, Bethany or Judy, whose last names she forgets, told her “she would need to 

arrive at work fifteen minutes early so that I would be ready to log on to take calls immediately 

when my shift started.”  Id. at ¶2.  Locating a working computer and headset could take several 

minutes.  Id. at ¶3.  Loading up the computer would take at least five minutes.  Id. at ¶4.  

Management frequently observed what she doing and never told her to do it differently.  Id. at 

¶6. 

 The end of the day involved logging off the telephones and then shutting down the 

computer.  Id. at ¶7.  “I could not remain in the phone system because I was unable to deal with 

incoming calls while my computer was shutting down.”  Id.   

 Using hold time was “highly discouraged – you were not supposed to use it if you could 

help it.”  Moore Declaration, ¶8.  “I occasionally used ACW hold if I needed to speak to a 

supervisor about a call.”  Id. 

 Arizona CSRs were trained in exactly the same way and performed their job duties in 

exactly the same way as their Columbus counterparts.  Vicki Bauder worked in Chandler, 

Arizona from May 2010 to June 2011.  Bauder Declaration, p.1.  Her evening training class had 

nearly 100 CSRs, and she recalls the appearance of her trainer.  Id.  The trainer “made it clear 

that CSRs should, and were expected to, arrive at work early to get ready to take calls, which 

included logging on to the computer programs we needed to do . . . our jobs.”  Id.  The trainer 
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suggested 10 minutes early, though in Ms. Bauder’s experience, more time was needed, with the 

longest segment being booting up programs necessary to perform their job duties.  Id. 

    That took up to six minutes and included “having to click on memos and other 

information that came up on ‘Safelite University.’”  Bauder Declaration, p.1.  She regularly 

came in 15 minutes early to be ready for work, and she was “not ever paid for coming in early.”  

Id. 

 As for hold time, her training was equally clear: they were not told to use ACW or other 

hold times “when we bringing up the computer programs and getting ready to take calls.”  Id.  

Instead, they were told “that we were to log into the phones only after getting fully ready to help 

the customers, including bringing up the computer programs.”  Id. at p.2.  ACW time was 

monitored, and job coaches stressed that it had to be kept down.  Id. 

 In the fall of 2010, Safelite changed its practice.  Vicki Bauder, in Arizona, remembers 

seeing a memorandum from Mr. O’Mara about the lawsuit and use of ACW time.  Her 

immediate reaction is telling: 
 
I recall reacting that the memo was false, because it said we had 
always been using ACW hold to get our workstation ready and 
bring up the computer programs, which I had not been trained to 
do, and which I never did, and which based on my observations 
and conversations with many other CSR’s, none of my co-workers 
ever did. 

Bauder Declaration, p.2.  Corroborating her reaction was what happened around the time the 

memorandum was sent.   
 
I was called to meeting by my job coach Cory Hughes, who told a 
small group of CSR’s that things would be “changing” and that 
from now on, we would use ACW time to bring up our computer 
programs.  He said that he thought we would be using between . . . 
5 and 7 minutes of ACW time each day to do that. 

Id.  Her experience was that it “sometimes” took even longer.  Id.   

 Safelite knew when its employees arrived at work, Bauder Declaration, p. 2 (at least one 

employee in the group walking in had to scan an identification card to enter the building in 

Chandler, Arizona), or booted up their computers. 
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   Although written memoranda, computer communications, or printouts describing the 

change from the punch in and out procedure and the post-lawsuit conversion were published by 

Safelite, as well as employee handbooks, directives, and constant updates, none of the CSRs had 

a written memo or printout indicating that the pre-lawsuit procedure was anything other than the 

one in which they were trained, actually performed, observed other CSRs performing, and knew 

from conversations with those other CSRs was in place.  Only after the lawsuit was filed did the 

procedure change to the one announced in a written memorandum by Vice President O’Mara.            

 Sales Representatives spent the first two weeks or so of their employment in training 

followed by “bullpen” or on-the-job training of a week.  Kimberly Gordon Declaration, ¶¶2; 7.  

Kimberly Gordon was employed as a Sales Representative from August 2009 until January 2010, 

and taught mainly by a trainer whose first name was Brad.  Id. at ¶¶1-2.  Up to 30 Sales 

Representatives participated in the classes.  Id. at ¶3.  The logging in process was clearly 

explained: 
 

Very early on in the training, we were told to be sure to arrive at 
work 15 minutes early, so that we would have time to find a 
computer to use, get organized with our headsets (sometimes it 
took a couple minutes or more to [find a] headset) and then to 
bring up the computer software that we needed to do our jobs. 

Id. at ¶4.  Depending on whether the computers had been turned off, for example, by the cleaning 

staff, bringing up the software could take 10 minutes, though the usual time was 5-6 minutes.  Id. 

at ¶5.  Part of that time was taken by the requirement to log onto Safelite University for “memos 

and other information about our jobs” before taking calls.  Id. at ¶6.  They were also trained “to 

log off the phones at the end of their shift or whenever the last call of the day ended, and then to 

shut down the computer programs.”  Id. at ¶9.  That took no more than two minutes.  Id. 

 Patricia Wilde was a Sales Representative from approximately June to November, 2009.  

Wilde Declaration, ¶1.  One of her classroom trainers was Nicole Mauri, the other “Andy,” a 

female.  Id. at ¶¶2; 5.  Both trainers instructed the Sales Representatives to boot up their 

computers before logging in to start the time records, telling the class of 20 or so, “specifically to 

be sure to boot up our computers, including reviewing any memos or instructions or other 
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information that came up on the Safelite University program before we logged into the phones 

and began our paid work day.”  Id. at ¶¶3-5.    

 The use of hold time for booting up was never suggested.  Wilde Declaration, ¶6.  

“Instead, it was stressed to us to do everything we could to keep ACW and AUX time to an 

absolute minimum.”  Id.  “Bullpen” training was identical in content.  Id. at ¶7.          

 Thus, in classroom training, on-the-job training, and while performing job duties, Sales 

Representatives were never told to use ACW time while booting up.  Gordon Declaration, ¶7.  

The “opposite” was stressed: “we should bring up all the programs and be fully ready to take 

calls before we logged into the telephones.”  Id.  Safelite imposed restrictions on both ACW and 

AUX time: 
 
ACW hold and AUX hold were supposed to be not used or kept to 
as little as possible.  ACW hold time was sometimes used to make 
a note after a call or talk to a job coach, but we would be tracked 
and frequently warned to keep it as low as possible. 

Id. at ¶9. 

 Once the Sales Representatives were logged in, the telephone “calls almost always came 

right away.”  Gordon Declaration, ¶8. 

 Even though job coaches observed how Sales Representatives logged in and out, they 

never instructed them to deviate from the training on booting up before logging in and logging 

out before shutting down the programs.  Gordon Declaration, ¶11. 

 Tara Schobelock was a Sales Representative for approximately five months in late 2007.  

Schobelock Declaration, ¶1.  She describes a trainer named Brad who explained to her training 

class of about 10 CSRs “the method of starting each workday – by first getting organized at the 

workstation and booting up the computer programs (I recall there were at least 3 programs that 

needed to be booted up) and only after the programs were up and running, logging into the 

phones.”  Id. at ¶2.  Up to five minutes would be spent on booting up, longer if a computer in 

better working order had to be found.  Id. at ¶6.   
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 Sales Representatives were trained to log off the telephones and then close down their 

computers.  Schobelock Declaration, ¶7.  Up to two minutes were involved in that process.  Id. 

 Customer calls came almost immediately upon being logged on the telephones.  

Schobelock Declaration, ¶4.   

 Hold time was restricted rather than to be used when booting up.  Schobelock 

Declaration, ¶5.  Both trainers and job coaches emphasized that hold time had to be kept to a 

minimum.  Id. 

 Thomas Walsh was a sales representative at Sawmill Road for several months in 2010.  

He recalls it being “firmly suggested” in his sales rep training to be “at least ten to 15 minutes 

early to make sure we are ready to take calls from customers the moment our shift began,” and 

he did so.  (Walsh Declaration at ¶¶5-6). 

 As with CSRs, Arizona Sales Representatives were trained in exactly the same way and 

performed their job duties in exactly the same way as their Columbus counterparts.  The 

testimony of Defendants’ designated deponent captures succinctly this practical reality: for 

purposes of the time Customer Service Representatives and Sales Representatives spent on their 

tasks, Defendants operated one virtual call center. 

 Paul D. Smith, a Sales Representative at Safelite’s Chandler, Arizona location worked 

from June to December 2010.  Paul Smith Declaration, ¶2.  Safelite Trainer Nicole Mauri had 

come from Columbus, Ohio to lead, along with a male trainer he describes named Scott, the two-

week training class he took with 30 or so Sales Representatives.  Id. at ¶3.  The trainers “made it 

clear that we were not to log into the phones until we were fully ready to handle sales calls, 

which included booting up our computer programs.”  Id. at ¶4.  Trainer Scott told the Sales 

Representatives he arrived 30 minutes early to get ready to perform his job duties, and Mr. Smith 

always arrived at least 15 minutes early, though he was not paid for that time.  Id. at ¶¶4-6.   

 Sales Representatives were not instructed to use ACW or hold time.  Paul Smith 

Declaration, ¶7.  He specifically recalled being trained “to boot up before we ever logged into 

the phones.”  Id.  That all changed after this lawsuit was filed: 
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I think sometime in October of 2010 my job coach Victor 
Merrihew told me and some other sales reps that because of a 
“complaint” filed by some Safelite employees in Ohio that we “had 
to change” the way we began our work days, and that from then 
on, we should use “ACW” time to boot up our computers. 

Id. at ¶9.  Mr. O’Mara came to Arizona to speak to a large number of Sales Representatives at 

the Hilton Hotel near the call center between 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on October 6, 2010.  “He 

would not directly say that we were changing the way we did things, but he did say it would only 

a short amount of ACW time to boot up, and gave a number down to the second.”  Id. at ¶10.  A 

Sales Representative said that was too short, but Mr. O’Mara said Safelite had timed how long 

booting up would take.  Id.   

 Safelite knew when an employee arrived at and re-entered after leaving from the building 

because “a swipe card” had to be used each time.  Paul Smith Declaration, ¶8.   

 The overlap between CSRs and Sales Representatives is illustrated by Tiara Wiley’s 

tenure at Safelite.  She started as a CSR in 2006 (approximately February through August) and 

returned as a Sales Representative in the summers of 2007 through 2009.  Wiley Declaration, p. 

1.  Safelite “managers and coaches often preached about how important it was to be on time, not 

to be late or tardy” and encouraged starting work early.  Id.   

 In 2006, clocking in was done “by using a code on a key pad in the hallway.”  Wiley 

Declaration, p. 1.  “Therefore, we were paid for the time of booting up the computer programs 

and getting our workspace ready.  After that [changed], our paid workday began when we logged 

into the phones, and we were not paid for any of the preparation.”  Id.  Preparation included 

“finding an empty cubicle, a good working computer, a headset, inserting the voice tube and ear 

protectors, and getting the workplace clean and ready to go.”  Id.  Normally booting up took 

approximately five minutes, though problems could stretch that to 10 minutes.  Id.  “At the end 

of the workday, I was trained, and always did, log off the phones first, then shut down my 

programs, which would normally take a couple of minutes.”  Id. at p. 2. 

 From what Tiara Wiley was told and observed, neither CSRs nor Sales Representatives 

“used any phone ‘hold’ either after call work (ACW) or other, to boot up the computer programs 
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or to do any of the other things we needed to do before starting to talk to customers.”  Wiley 

Declaration, pp. 1; 2.  Indeed, Safelite “stressed to us to keep hold time to a minimum.”  Id. at p. 

2.  She would receive calls from a “help desk” asking her “if there was ‘a problem’ if during the 

day I was using ACW time to type information and the hold time went beyond a minute or two.”  

Id. 

II. Analysis 

 Fed.R.Civ.P. 15(a) explicitly favors amendment, providing that leave “shall be freely 

given when justice so requires.”  The discretion of the Court is guided by such factors as “undue 

delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies 

by amendments previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of 

allowance of the amendment, [and] futility of the amendment.”  Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 

182 (1962).  Accord Brumbalough v. Camelot Care Ctrs., Inc., 427 F.3d 996, 1001 (6th Cir. 

2005); Jet Inc. v. Sewage Operation Sys., 165 F.3d 419, 425 (6th Cir. 1999).  Rule 15 allows 

amending a complaint to add a party or a claim.  Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. Hurricane Logistics 

Co., 216 F.R.D. 14, 16 (D.D.C. 2003). 

 Foman implemented the liberal amendment language and policy of Fed.R.Civ.P. 15(a) by  

reasoning that, A[i]f the underlying facts or circumstances relied upon by plaintiff may be a 

proper subject of relief, he ought to be afforded an opportunity to test his claim on the merits.@  

Id.   The seminal treatise, 6 Wright, Miller & Kane, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE: CIVIL 

2d §1473 (1990), has described that policy: “Rule 15(a) therefore reinforces one of the basic 

policies of the federal rules ‘that pleadings are not an end in themselves but are only a means to 

assist in the presentation of a case to enable it to be decided on the merits.’”  Thus, “[t]he thrust 

of Rule 15 is to reinforce the principle that cases should be tried on their merits rather than the 

technicalities of pleadings.”  Tefft v. Seward, 689 F.2d 637, 639 (6th Cir. 1982). 

 Amendment after initial discovery has occurred is appropriate.  “[I]f a plaintiff decides to 

advance a new claim as a result of such discovery, liberal amendment of the complaint is 

provided for by Rule 15(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which states that leave to 
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amend the complaint ‘shall be freely given when justice so requires.’” Tucker v. Union of 

Needletrades, Industrial & Textile Employees, 407 F.3d 784, 788 (6th Cir. 2005).  Accord 

Donovan v. Gillmor, 535 F. Supp. 154 (N.D. Ohio 1982).   

 Similarly, leave should be granted where the factual bases of existing claims are not 

significantly changed.  See, e.g., Hume v. Hertz Corp., 628 F. Supp. 763 (D. Conn. 

1986)(granting leave to allege previous claims with greater particularity); Parsons v. General 

Motors Corp., 85 F.R.D. 724, 727 (N.D. Ga. 1980)(allowing amendments that made plaintiffs= 

theory of recovery more specific). 
 
A. Plaintiffs Have Not Unduly Delayed Amendment, Nor Will Defendants Be 
 Significantly Prejudiced. 

 In the Sixth Circuit, delay alone, unless intended to harass a defendant, is not a basis 

upon which to deny a motion for leave to amend.  Dana Corp. v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield 

Mutual, 900 F.2d 882, 888 (6th Cir.1990).  Instead, the opposing party must demonstrate 

significant prejudice.  Moore v. City of Paducah, 790 F.2d 557, 562 (6th Cir.1986).   

 “In determining what constitutes prejudice, the court considers whether the assertion of 

the new claim or defense would: require the opponent to expend significant additional resources 

to conduct discovery and prepare for trial; significantly delay the resolution of the dispute; or 

prevent the plaintiff from bringing a timely action in another jurisdiction.”  Phelps v. McClellan, 

30 F.3d 658, 662-63 (6th Cir. 1994)(citation omitted).  Significant prejudice results from an 

amendment that would make the litigation unduly complex and confusing, see Duchon v. Cajon 

Co., 791 F.2d 43 (6th Cir. 1986), or penalize the defendant because it would have conducted the 

defense in a substantially different manner had the amendment been tendered previously, 

General Electric Co. v. Sargent & Lundy, 916 F.2d 1119, 1130 (6th Cir. 1990). 

 For example, in Duggins v. Steak ‘n Shake, Inc., 195 F.3d 828, 834 (6th Cir.1999), 

significant prejudice existed because the deadlines for discovery and filing dispositive motions 

had passed and a motion for summary judgment was pending.  When deadlines can be adjusted 

or alternatives to denying leave, such as assessing the moving party the costs of duplicative 
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discovery, exist, even such prejudice can be mitigated.  Janikowski v. Bendix Corp., 823 F.2d 

945, 952 (6th Cir.1987). 

 Plaintiffs could, of course, commence litigation separately on behalf of Sales 

Representatives.  The statute of limitations has not expired.  Were separate litigation 

commenced, though, a motion to consolidate under Fed.R.Civ.P. 42(a)(2) would be natural. 

   “Whether cases involving the same factual and legal questions should be consolidated for 

trial is a matter within the discretion of the trial court[.]”  Cantrell v. GAF Corp., 999 F.2d 1007, 

1011 (6th Cir. 1993).  The underlying purpose of the Rule is to promote economy in the 

administration of justice.  Feldman v. Hanley, 49 F.R.D. 48 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).  Savings of litigant 

and judicial resources achieved by consolidation are balanced against any prejudice to the 

parties, including potential confusion of the issues, which might result from consolidation.  

Arroyo v. Chardon, 90 F.R.D. 603 (D.P.R. 1981).  Complete identity of legal and factual issues 

in the cases which are the subject of the request need not, however, exist.  Thayer v. Shearson, 

Loeb, Rhoades, Inc., 99 F.R.D. 522 (W.D.N.Y. 1983).  Instead, so long as there are some 

common questions of either law or fact, the Court has the flexibility under Rule 42 to allow cases 

to proceed jointly with respect to such matters in which joint proceedings would not be unduly 

prejudicial and would be an effective utilization of judicial resources.  Brewer v. Republic Steel 

Corp., 64 F.R.D. 591 (N.D.Ohio 1974), aff'd 513 F.2d 1222 (6th Cir. 1975).   

 At bar, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants’ policies toward Sales Representatives were 

identical in all material respects to their policies toward Customer Service Representatives.  

Defendants’ designated deponent lumped them together as “agents” and explained that anyone 

who logs on a telephone using an i.d. is monitored the same because, regardless of whether that 

“agent” is selling auto glass or delivering service, the critical point from Defendants’ perspective 

is the way their job involves answering and processing customer telephone calls.  Their location 

is irrelevant to this litigation because they can be treated at bar in exactly the same way as 

Defendants treat them: one virtual call center.  The factual and legal overlap would scream out 
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for consolidation were the actions separately pursued, and no reason exists to force Plaintiffs 

through the motions of commencing separately and then moving to consolidate. 

 The addition of time expended by Customer Service Representatives and Sales 

Representatives on indispensable tasks required by Defendants is certainly countenanced by Rule 

15.  And, as discussed below, spoliation should be claimed when information is learned about its 

commission by a defendant and attaches to the primary claims being litigated. 

 B. Amendment would Not Be Futile. 

 When amendment would be futile, leave may be denied.  See, e.g., Neighborhood Dev. 

Corp. v. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 632 F.2d 21, 23 (6th Cir.1980).  Futility 

exists when there is no set of facts under which a valid and sufficient claim could be proven.  

Ziegler v. IBP Hog Market, Inc., 249 F.3d 509, 518 (6th Cir.2001).  Thus, “[a] proposed 

amendment is futile if the amendment could not withstand a Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6) motion to 

dismiss.”  Rose v. Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co., 203 F.3d 417, 420 (6th Cir. 2000).  Accord 

Commercial Money Center, Inc. v. Illinois Union Ins. Co., 508 F.3d 327, 346 (6th Cir. 2007). 

 To withstand a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6), a 

complaint must “give the defendant fair notice of what the claim is and the grounds upon which 

it rests.”  Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007).  A plaintiff's obligation to 

provide the grounds of his entitlement to relief requires more than labels and conclusions, but is 

satisfied when detailed factual allegations present a plausible claim.  Id.  Accord Mezibov v. 

Allen, 411 F.3d 712 (6th Cir. 2005)(“Conclusory allegations or legal conclusions masquerading 

as factual conclusions will not suffice to prevent a motion to dismiss.”).  “The factual allegations, 

assumed to be true, must do more than create speculation or suspicion of a legally cognizable 

cause of action; they must show entitlement to relief.”  League of United Latin American 

Citizens v. Bredesen, 500 F.3d 523, 527 (6th Cir. 2007). 

 The First Amended Collective and Class Action Complaint has supplemented the tasks 

indispensable to the Plaintiffs’ performance of their core duty and required by Defendants to be 
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performed yet omitted by Defendants from Plaintiffs’ weekly hours.  Defendants did not file a 

motion to dismiss the original Complaint, and the difference in hours is one of degree, not kind. 
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 Spoliation “is the intentional destruction of evidence that is presumed to be unfavorable 

to the party responsible for the destruction.”  In re Smartalk Teleservices, Inc. Securities 

Litigation, 487 F.Supp.2d 947, 949 (S.D.Ohio 2007) (quoting Beck v. Haik, 377 F.3d 624, 641 

(6th Cir. 2004)).  Ohio law controls analysis of the claim.  Id. (“[T]he rules that apply to an 

alleged spoliation of evidence and the appropriate sanctions are defined by state law”).  Accord 

Watkins v. New Albany Plain Local Schools, 711 F.Supp.2d 817, 835 (S.D.Ohio 2010). 

 While perjury is related to but distinct from spoliation under Ohio law, Safelite’s 

misrepresentation explains why it destroyed documents in its accessible computer base and either 

eliminated them or replaced them with more favorable documents.  “In a spoliation case, the 

term ‘willful’ denotes both the intentional and wrongful commission of an act.”  Maynard v. 

Jackson County, Ohio, 706 F.Supp.2d 817, 829 (S.D.Ohio 2010).  By definition, “[a]cts that are 

willful include those committed with premeditation, malice, or a bad purpose.”  Id. 

 Corroborating Safelite’s misrepresentation and thwarting Plaintiffs’ ability to impeach it 

fit that definition.  Already, Plaintiffs have had to expand their investigation and secure more 

evidence because Safelite’s misrepresentation concerns the threshold issue at bar: the common 

practice of having Customer Services Representatives (and Sales Representatives) arrive early 

and complete booting up Safelite’s computer, including review of Safelite University bulletins, 

before logging on the telephones.  As investigation and discovery continues, Plaintiffs should be 

able to show even broader spoliation: destruction of training manuals, notes, and other materials 

which contradict Safelite’s misrepresentation on this threshold issue. 

 As for timing of this amendment, spoliation claims not only “may be brought at the same 

time as the primary action,” Smith, supra, but they should be brought then.  In Davis v. Wal-Mart 

Stores, Inc.,  93 Ohio St.3d 488, 491, 2001-Ohio-1593, 756 N.E.2d 657, the Ohio Supreme Court 

stressed that “claims for spoliation of evidence may be brought after the primary action has been 

concluded only when evidence of spoliation is not discovered until after the conclusion of the 

primary action.”   
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 The detailed factual allegations amply demonstrate entitlement to relief in light of the 

hours worked, the conditions in which the duties were performed, the nature of the duties, and 

Safelite’s machinations after this litigation was commenced.  “[T]o survive a motion to dismiss 

under Rule 12(b)(6), a complaint must contain either direct or inferential allegations with respect 

to all material elements to sustain a recovery under some viable legal theory.”  Scheid v. Fanny 

Farmer Candy Shops, Inc., 859 F.2d 434, 436 (6th Cir. 1988).  Plaintiffs have satisfied that 

standard. 
 
C. Good Cause Exists under Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(b) for Extending the Amendment 
 Schedule. 

 Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(b), a scheduling order may be modified for good cause.  

“The primary measure of Rule 16's ‘good cause’ standard is the moving party's diligence in 

attempting to meet the case management order's requirements.”  Inge v. Rock Fin. Corp., 281 

F.3d 613, 625 (6th Cir. 2002).  Prejudice to the opposing party may also be considered.  Id. 

 The dates in the initial pretrial order  for discovery and dispositive motions have been 

extended to 2012, yet the date for amendment was not revisited.  Logically, amendments should 

be permitted during the early months of the discovery period since that is when a plaintiff learns 

more about the parties and claims.  As mentioned, spoliation did not even accrue until Safelite’s 

machinations after this litigation was commenced. 

 Were there were too little time left for discovery on the amended claims or the deadline 

had passed or other cognizable prejudice inflicted on Safelite, leave to amend could properly be 

denied.  R.S.W.W., Inc. v. City of Keego Harbor, 397 F.3d 427, 441 (6th Cir. 2005).  Delaying an 

amendment until supporting information is secured through discovery and investigation and 

research and analysis is completed can hardly be deemed undue.  Were relation-back being 

sought, the delay might also be cognizable.  Cox v. Treadway, 75 F.3d 230, 240 (6th Cir.), cert. 

denied, 519 U.S. 821 (1996).  See also Louisiana-Pacific Corp. v. ASARCO, Inc., 5 F.3d 431, 

434 (9th Cir.1993)(“There was no mistake of identity, but rather a conscious choice of whom to 

sue”); Rendall-Speranza v. Nassim, 107 F.3d 913, 919 (D.C.Cir. 1997)(“In the adversarial 
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system of litigation the plaintiff is responsible for determining who is liable for her injury and for 

doing so before the statute of limitations runs out; if she later discovers another possible 

defendant, she may not, merely by invoking Rule 15(c), avoid the consequences of her earlier 

oversight.”).  Under the FLSA and the Ohio Wage Act, though, opting-in is a required step for a 

collective action, and Plaintiffs have yet to move for class certification, where any relation back 

can be addressed. 

 The Sixth Circuit has addressed the relationship between Rules 15 and 16.  After a 

scheduling order deadline, good cause must be shown before leave to amend is considered.  

Leary v. Daeschner, 349 F.3d 888, 909 (6th Cir. 2003).  As indicated, potential prejudice to the 

opposing party is weighed, and a proposed amendment that advances “brand-new claims ... more 

obviously creates prejudice because the [opponent] must contend with an entirely different 

substantive issue.”  Id. at 909 n. 27.  At bar, the amendment adds parties and claims inextricably 

related to the employment practices already at issue, naturally flowing from the investigation and 

discovery pursued by Plaintiffs, and, apart from spoliation, totally controlled by the same 

substantive principles under the FLSA and Ohio Wage Act. 

 Inge confirmed precedent that courts should deny leave which broadens liability against a 

party-defendant after both significant merits discovery has been completed and the cut-off date 

for dispositive motions has passed.  388 F.3d at 938 (citing Wade v. Knoxville Utilities Bd., 259 

F.3d 452, 459 (6th Cir. 2001)(summary judgment motion pending, significant merits discovery 

completed); Parry v. Mohawk Motors of Mich., Inc., 236 F.3d 299, 306-07 (6th Cir. 

2000)(summary judgment already granted when two months later a new legal theory was subject 

of amendment); Troxel Mfg. Co. v. Schwinn Bicycle Co., 489 F.2d 968, 971 (6th Cir. 1973)(after 

unsuccessful appeal new theory asserted)).  See also Leary (summary judgment on one claim and 

dismissal of others already granted when leave to amend sought, case-dispositive motion 

pending) 

 Unlike the party-defendants in the precedent, Safelite cannot assert that either the 

discovery or dispositive motions deadline has expired, its opportunity for discovery hampered, or 
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that amendment would change significantly the nature of the claims.  The ability of Sales 

Representatives to vindicate effectively their FLSA and Ohio Wage Act rights and of both CSRs 

and Sales Representatives to secure the full amount of compensation they were unlawfully 

denied and to be compensated for injuries suffered due to Safelite’s spoliation will be preserved 

by amendment.  Apart from preferring a narrower lawsuit, Safelite suffers no prejudice, and the 

letter and spirit of Rules 15 and 16 justify granting leave. 

III. Conclusion 

 At most, Safelite would suffer “relatively light prejudice” were amendment permitted to 

join Sales Representatives, allow broader recovery for tasks Safelite required which were 

indispensable to performing the core duties of CSRs and Sales Representatives, and add a 

spoliation claim.  Moore v. City of Paducah, 790 F.2d 557, 562 (6th Cir. 1986).  Safelite would 

not be delayed in completing discovery within the scheduled timeframe or filing its summary 

judgment motion.   

 Under these circumstances the liberal amendment language and spirit of Fed.R.Civ.P. 15 

and the function of good cause under Fed.R.Civ.P. 16 coalesce to support granting Plaintiffs’ 

motion.  Forcing Plaintiffs to file separately and then seek consolidation is senseless, and the 

inextricably intertwined facts governing their claims in the original Complaint and the First 

Amended Complaint make amendment sensible. 
 
      Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
      By:  /s/ John S. Marshall     
      John S. Marshall (0015160) 

(jmarshall@marshallandmorrow.com) 
      Edward R. Forman (0076651) 

(eforman@marshallandmorrow.com)   
 MARSHALL AND MORROW LLC 

      111 West Rich Street, Suite 430 
      Columbus, Ohio  43215-5296 
      (614) 463-9790 

Fax (614) 463-9780 
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